EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
-- Selected Sources --

I. Journal Article Databases and Other Electronic Resources

Dissertations & Theses Full Text - Indexes dissertations and theses from the US and Canada.

Education Research Complete - Education journal articles and education-related conference papers.

ERIC database (1966 to present) - Journals in education and related fields and full-text non-journal documents

Health and Psychological Instruments
Information on measurement instruments (e.g., questionnaires, coding schemes, rating scales, projective techniques, tests, etc.) in the health fields, psychosocial sciences, organizational behavior, and library and information science.

Mental Measurements Yearbook and Tests in Print
*MMY* (9th through current edition online) contains detailed information on standardized tests, including reviews. *TIP* is a comprehensive bibliography to all known commercially available tests that are currently in print in English. Includes test purpose, publisher, in-print status, price, acronym, intended population, administration times, publication date(s), and author(s) and guides readers to *MMY* reviews.

Professional Development Collection
Education journal articles. A subset of the *Academic Search Complete* database.

ProQuest Education Journals (1988 to present) - Leading full-text journals in education and related fields.

PsycInfo database (1887 to present) - Electronic version of *Psychological Abstracts*

Sage Knowledge - Encyclopedias, handbooks, and e-books on various education topics.

Social Sciences Citation Index database (1975 to present)

Social Science Abstracts database (1983 to present) - Electronic version of *Social Sciences Index*

II. Statistical Sources

National Center for Education Statistics ([http://nces.ed.gov/](http://nces.ed.gov/)) - Includes various sources of statistical information, including:

*Statistical Abstract of the United States* (Online version through Library Web site: See A-Z Database List)
Comprehensive summary of statistics on the social, political, and economic organization of the United States. Printed volumes available at Lincoln Park and Loop campus libraries [R.317.3 U58S].
III. Other Reference Sources (and Journal Titles) for Education Research

U57e2007

R. 370.3 Encyclopedia of education and human development.
E56f2005

R. 371.2003 Encyclopedia of educational leadership and administration. (also available as an e-book)
E56e2006

E56h2005

372.21072 Handbook of research on the education of young children. 3rd ed. (also available as an e-book)
H236s2012

R. 370.3 The Routledge international encyclopedia of education.
R869m2008

*Electronic subscription available through JSTOR and SAGE

For other relevant journals:
Search for the words education research as Title Words to get a list of other relevant journals and browse their contents:

Be sure to check the Library Catalog for current books on education research.

IV. Web Sites and Other Resources
DePaul Library Home Page http://library.depaul.edu
Education Subject Guide Research Guides → By Subject → Education
Citation guides http://libguides.depaul.edu/cite (or type citation guide into the DePaul Shortcuts search box in the upper left-hand corner of the Library home page)
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